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13 January 1978

Dear Coalition Members,

I have not had much response from our constituents on the US-South African Davis Cup matches. Please get the action alert mailings out and send me the Nashville contacts you have. Time is short.

We will have a final New York planning meeting on Friday, February 10th at 9:30 AM at the Church Center for the UN. Please let me know if you can make it on the form below.

Hope to see you soon.

Fraternally,

Rich Lapchick

I ___can _____cannot attend the meeting on February 10th.

We ___have____have not done the mass mailing.

We have not done the mailing because we were not sure of the form to use. Please send us a sample.

Our organization will be able to contribute $____to the efforts to organize the Nashville demonstration (suggested amount, $100).